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Why Permission Requests?

- IEA study instruments and other study-related materials are IEA’s intellectual property
- Permission request form was introduced to gain more control and a better overview of the use of IEA materials
- Permission requests help to monitor how IEA materials are used for non-commercial (and commercial) purposes
- Permission request help to avoid misusage of IEA materials
General Permission Request Procedure

• Using IEA materials for data collection, publishing or other research purposes requires permission

• Copyright information and permission request form are available on the IEA website

• Send permission request form to permission.requests@iea.nl

• IEA reviews incoming permission request forms and consults with ISCs or NRCs (translations) if necessary

• Materials can be provided after permission was granted
Thank you!

Please contact permission.requests@iea.nl for further information

https://www.iea.nl/copyrightnotice